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Sex and World Peace
A 2016 RT Book Reviews Reviewers Choice Nominee
for First Historical Romance! There is no easy path for
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a woman aspiring to power A concubine at the palace
learns quickly that there are many ways to capture
the Emperor's attention. Many paint their faces white
and style their hair attractively, hoping to lure in the
One Above All with their beauty. Some present him
with fantastic gifts, such as jade pendants and scrolls
of calligraphy, while others rely on their knowledge of
seduction to draw his interest. Young Mei knows
nothing of these womanly arts, yet she will give the
Emperor a gift he can never forget. Mei's intelligence
and curiosity, the same traits that make her an
outcast among the other concubines, impress the
Emperor. But just as she is in a position to seduce the
most powerful man in China, divided loyalties split the
palace in two, culminating in a perilous battle that Mei
can only hope to survive. In the breakthrough first
volume in the Empress of Bright Moon duology, Weina
Dai Randel paints a vibrant portrait of ancient
China—where love, ambition, and loyalty can spell life
or death—and the woman who came to rule it all.

Landing by Moonlight
Enter the golden age of Chinese culture and explore
the everyday lives of its people.

Wu Tse-T'Ien and the Politics of
Legitimation in T'Ang China
Berkshire Dictionary of Chinese
Biography
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The story chronicles Wu Zhao's humble beginnings as
the daughter of a provincial official and follows her
path to the inner palace, where she improbably rose
from a fifth-ranked concubine to emperor. Using
Buddhist rhetoric, architecture, court rituals, and a
network of "cruel officials" to cow her many
opponents in court, Wu Zhao inaugurated a new
dynasty in 690, the Zhou. She ruled as emperor for
fifteen years, proving eminently competent in the art
of governance, balancing factions in court, staving off
the encroachment of Turks and Tibetans, and
fostering the state's economic growth.

The Human Tradition in Premodern China
The most hated woman in Chinese history!Travel back
in time over one thousand years and meet the first
and only female emperor of China. Born Wu Zhao and
given the reign title "Zetian" just weeks before her
death in 705 CE, she was the unwanted daughter of
Chancellor Wu Shihuo -- too bright, too educated, and
too politically focused to make a good wife according
to contemporary interpretations of the Analects of
Confucius.Can it be any wonder that to this day she
remains the most hated woman in all of Chinese
history and one of its most controversial?Explore the
life of Empress Wu and discover why the world is a
vastly different place because she dared what no
woman in China before or since ever dreamed of.

Wu Zhao
Many thought China's rise would fundamentally
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remake the global order. Yet, much like other
developing nations, the Chinese state now finds itself
in a status quo characterized by free trade and
American domination. Through a cutting-edge
historical, sociological, and political analysis, Ho-fung
Hung details the competing interests and economic
realities that temper the dream of Chinese
supremacy—forces that are stymieing growth
throughout the global South. Hung focuses on four
common misconceptions: that China could undermine
orthodoxy by offering an alternative model of growth;
that China is radically altering power relations
between the East and the West; that China is capable
of diminishing the global power of the United States;
and that the Chinese economy would restore the
world's wealth after the 2008 financial crisis. His work
reveals how much China depends on the existing
order and how the interests of the Chinese elites
maintain these ties. Through its perpetuation of the
dollar standard and its addiction to U.S. Treasury
bonds, China remains bound to the terms of its own
prosperity, and its economic practices of exploiting
debt bubbles are destined to fail. Hung ultimately
warns of a postmiracle China that will grow
increasingly assertive in attitude while remaining
constrained in capability.

Transgressive Typologies
Empress Wu Zetian
The Lord of Perfect Satisfaction (Ruyijun zhuan), a
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short work of fiction from the early sixteenth century,
tells the story of the Tang dynasty's notorious Wu
Zetian, the only woman to rule as emperor of China. It
is famous not for the history it relates, but for its
graphic sexual descriptions--the first ever in a Chinese
novel--purportedly given from a woman's point of
view. Despite its renown and unmistakable influence
on later writing, the origins and significance of the
Ruyijun zhuan have never been explored, in any
language, and until now it has never been translated.
Its date of composition is unknown, its author
unidentified. One of its earliest appraisals, written by
a contemporary scholar known for his conservatism,
maintains that the Ruyijun zhuan is a moral work
notwithstanding its sexual content. Combining a
complete translation with a detailed and far-ranging
study of the text, The Fountainhead of Chinese
Erotica places this important cultural document into
historical context and offers possibilities on its
meaning.

The Moon in the Palace
Portrays the history of the Imperial Chinese court,
tracing the origins of the eunuchs during the Shang
and Chou dynasties, their rise to power and influence,
and eventual collapse of the system

Daily Life in Traditional China
Nation at Play
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Reaching as far back as ancient times, Ronojoy Sen
pairs a novel history of India's engagement with sport
and a probing analysis of its cultural and political
development under monarchy and colonialism, and as
an independent nation. Some sports that originated in
India have fallen out of favor, while others, such as
cricket, have been adopted and made wholly India's
own. Sen's innovative project casts sport less as a
natural expression of human competition than as an
instructive practice reflecting a unique play with
power, morality, aesthetics, identity, and money. Sen
follows the transformation of sport from an elite,
kingly pastime to a national obsession tied to
colonialism, nationalism, and free market
liberalization. He pays special attention to two
modern phenomena: the dominance of cricket in the
Indian consciousness and the chronic failure of a
billion-strong nation to compete successfully in
international sporting competitions, such as the
Olympics. Innovatively incorporating examples from
popular media and other unconventional sources, Sen
not only captures the political nature of sport in India
but also reveals the patterns of patronage, clientage,
and institutionalization that have bound this diverse
nation together for centuries.

Berkshire Dictionary of Chinese
Biography Volume 4
Blending the iconoclastic feminism of The Notorious
RBG and the confident irreverence of Go the F**ck to
Sleep, a brazen and empowering illustrated collection
that celebrates inspirational badass women
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throughout history, based on the popular Tumblr blog.
Well-behaved women seldom make history. Good
thing these women are far from well behaved . . .
Illustrated in a contemporary animation style,
Rejected Princesses turns the ubiquitous "pretty pink
princess" stereotype portrayed in movies, and on
endless toys, books, and tutus on its head, paying
homage instead to an awesome collection of strong,
fierce, and yes, sometimes weird, women: warrior
queens, soldiers, villains, spies, revolutionaries, and
more who refused to behave and meekly accept their
place. An entertaining mix of biography, imagery, and
humor written in a fresh, young, and riotous voice,
this thoroughly researched exploration salutes these
awesome women drawn from both historical and
fantastical realms, including real life, literature,
mythology, and folklore. Each profile features an eyecatching image of both heroic and villainous women
in command from across history and around the
world, from a princess-cum-pirate in fifth century
Denmark, to a rebel preacher in 1630s Boston, to a
bloodthirsty Hungarian countess, and a former
prostitute who commanded a fleet of more than
70,000 men on China’s seas.

Notable Women of China
Gender distinction in China, as one observes it
through the study of the culture, society, and
individual psychology, reveals both major transitions
in the role of women but remarkable continuity in the
appreciation of their capabilities. This book explores
such changes and continuity as evidenced in Chinese
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mythologies, fictional writings and historical
biographies set against the backdrop of Confucianism,
evolving Daoism (Taoism), and Buddhist influences,
and concludes with what implications this has for
gender equality in modern China. The life of Empress
Wu Zetian and her accomplishments serve to
illustrate how a woman was able to negotiate the
realities of societal constraints and came to manage a
complex empire in Tang China. The reader will also
enjoy tales of adventure and romance in legend and
in fiction as women found ways to participate in
public life in the dynastic past. Mirror; Tang's
Commentary on Chinese Society; The Rise and Fall of
the Historical Empress Wu; Empress Wu's
Achievements; Gender Distinctions in Traditional
China; Women in Legend and Fiction; Overcoming the
Legacy of Confucianism: Urban Educated Women;
References; Index.

Buddhism in Chinese Society
The Fountainhead of Chinese Erotica
The most hated woman in Chinese history! Born in
624 CE in Wenshui County in Shanxi province, very
little was expected of the beautiful and bright Wu
Zhao (reign title Wu Zetian) -- except that she would
be trouble to any man unlucky enough to marry her.
The very opposite of a virtuous maiden by most
interpretations of the Analects of Confucius, Wu Zhao
was not only bright, but highly educated and equally
ambitious. Harshly judged by both contemporaries
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and generations of Chinese scholars since, the one
thing everyone can agree upon about Empress Wu:
the world is a vastly different place because she
dared what no other woman of her time dreamed was
possible. This is her true story, a truly legendary
woman of world history. Student - Teacher Edition
features challenging study questions after every
chapter, plus a detailed timeline, and an extensive
suggested reading list.

Empire of Style
Daughter of Heaven
Premodern Chinese described a great variety of the
peoples they encountered as "black." The earliest and
most frequent of these encounters were with their
Southeast Asian neighbors, specifically the Malayans.
But by the midimperial times of the seventh through
seventeenth centuries C.E., exposure to peoples from
Africa, chiefly slaves arriving from the area of modern
Somalia, Kenya, and Tanzania, gradually displaced
the original Asian "blacks" in Chinese consciousness.
In The Blacks of Premodern China, Don J. Wyatt
presents the previously unexamined story of the
earliest Chinese encounters with this succession of
peoples they have historically regarded as black. A
series of maritime expeditions along the East African
coastline during the early fifteenth century is by far
the best known and most documented episode in the
story of China's premodern interaction with African
blacks. Just as their Western contemporaries had, the
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Chinese aboard the ships that made landfall in Africa
encountered peoples whom they frequently classified
as savages. Yet their perceptions of the blacks they
met there differed markedly from those of earlier
observers at home in that there was little choice but
to regard the peoples encountered as free. The
premodern saga of dealings between Chinese and
blacks concludes with the arrival in China of
Portuguese and Spanish traders and Italian clerics
with their black slaves in tow. In Chinese writings of
the time, the presence of the slaves of the Europeans
becomes known only through sketchy mentions of
black bondservants. Nevertheless, Wyatt argues that
the story of these late premodern blacks, laboring
anonymously in China under their European masters,
is but a more familiar extension of the previously
untold story of their ancestors who toiled in Chinese
servitude perhaps in excess of a millennium earlier.

The History of the Former Han Dynasty
The Berkshire Dictionary of Chinese Biography
(1979-2015) provides a riveting new way to
understand twenty-first-century China and a personal
look at the changes that have taken place since the
Reform and Opening Up era started in 1979. One
hundred key individuals from this period were
selected by an international group of experts, and the
stories were written by more than 70 authors in 14
countries. The authors map the paths taken by these
individuals-some rocky, some meandering, some
fateful-and in telling their stories give contemporary
Chinese history a human face. The editors have
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included-with the advice of myriad experts around the
world-not only the life stories of politicians and
government officials, who play a crucial role in the
development of the country, but the stories of cultural
figures including, film directors, activists, writers, and
entrepreneurs from the mainland China, Hong Kong,
and also from Taiwan. The "Greater China" that
comes through in this volume has diverse ideas and
identities. It is often contradictory, sometimes
fractious, and always full of creative human
complexity. Some of the lives rendered here are
heroic. Some are tragic, and many are inspirational.
Some figures come in for trenchant criticism, and
others are celebrated with a sense of wonder and
awe. Like previous volumes of the Berkshire
Dictionary of Chinese Biography, this volume includes
a range of appendices, including a pronunciation
guide, a bibliography, and a timeline of key events.

Women & Power
Wu Zhao (624–705), better known as Wu Zetian or
Empress Wu, is the only woman to have ruled China
as emperor over the course of its 5,000-year history.
How did she—in a predominantly patriarchal and
androcentric society—ascend the dragon throne?
Exploring a mystery that has confounded scholars for
centuries, this multifaceted history suggests that
China's rich pantheon of female divinities and
eminent women played an integral part in the
construction of Wu Zhao's sovereignty. Wu Zhao
deftly deployed language, symbol, and ideology to
harness the cultural resonance, maternal force, divine
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energy, and historical weight of Buddhist devis,
Confucian exemplars, Daoist immortals, and mythic
goddesses, establishing legitimacy within and beyond
the confines of Confucian ideology. Tapping into
powerful subterranean reservoirs of female power,
Wu Zhao built a pantheon of female divinities
carefully calibrated to meet her needs at court. Her
pageant was promoted in scripted rhetoric, reinforced
through poetry, celebrated in theatrical productions,
and inscribed on steles. Rendered with deft political
acumen and aesthetic flair, these affiliations
significantly enhanced Wu Zhao's authority and cast
her as the human vessel through which the
pantheon's divine energy flowed. Her strategy is a
model of political brilliance and proof that medieval
Chinese women enjoyed a more complex social status
than previously known.

Empress
What does it mean to read from elsewhere? Women
Writers in Postsocialist China introduces readers to a
range and variety of contemporary Chinese women’s
writing, which has seen phenomenal growth in recent
years. The book addresses the different ways
women’s issues are understood in China and the
West, attending to the processes of translation,
adaptation, and the grafting of new ideas with
existing Chinese understandings of gender, feminism,
subjectivity, consumerism and (post) modernism. By
focusing on women’s autobiographical, biographical,
fictional and historical writing, the book engages in a
transcultural flow of ideas between western and
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indigenous Chinese feminisms. Taking account of the
accretions of social, cultural, geographic, literary,
economic, and political movements and trends,
cultural formations and ways of thinking, it asks how
the texts and the concepts they negotiate might be
understood in the social and cultural spaces within
China and how they might be interpreted differently
elsewhere in the global locations in which they
circulate. The book argues that women-centred
writing in China has a direct bearing on global
feminist theory and practice. This critical study of
selected genres and writers highlights the shifts in
feminist perspectives within contemporary local and
global cultural landscapes.

Rejected Princesses
An updated edition of the Sunday Times Bestseller
Britain's best-known classicist Mary Beard, is also a
committed and vocal feminist. With wry wit, she
revisits the gender agenda and shows how history has
treated powerful women. Her examples range from
the classical world to the modern day, from Medusa
and Athena to Theresa May and Hillary Clinton. Beard
explores the cultural underpinnings of misogyny,
considering the public voice of women, our cultural
assumptions about women's relationship with power,
and how powerful women resist being packaged into
a male template. A year on since the advent of
#metoo, Beard looks at how the discussions have
moved on during this time, and how that intersects
with issues of rape and consent, and the stories men
tell themselves to support their actions. In trademark
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Beardian style, using examples ancient and modern,
Beard argues, 'it's time for change - and now!' From
the author of international bestseller SPQR: A History
of Ancient Rome.

Empress Dowager Cixi
This volume of the Biographical Dictionary of Chinese
Women completes the four-volume project and
contains more than 400 biographies of women active
in the Tang through Ming dynasties (618-1644). Many
of the entries are the result of original research and
will form the only substantial information on women
available in English. The volume includes a Guide to
Chinese Words Used, a Chronology of Dynasties and
Major Rulers, a Finding List by Background or Fields of
Endeavor, and a Glossary of Chinese Names.

Empress Wu the Great
Such is the voice of Shan Sa's unforgettable heroine
in her latest literary masterpiece, Empress. Empress
Wu, one of China's most controversial figures, was its
first and only female emperor, who emerged in the
seventh century during the great Tang Dynasty and
ushered in a golden age. Throughout history, her
name has been defamed and her story distorted by
those taking vengeance on a woman who dared to
become emperor. But now, for the first time in
thirteen centuries, Empress Wu (or Heavenlight, as
we come to know her) flings open the gates of the
Forbidden City and tells her own astonishing
tale—revealing a fascinating, complex figure who in
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many ways remains modern to this day. Writing with
epic assurance, poetry, and vivid historic detail, Shan
Sa plumbs the psychological and philosophical depths
of what it means to be a striving mortal in a
tumultuous, power-hungry world. Empress is a great
literary feat and a revelation for the ages.

Women Writers in Postsocialist China
The Empress of Bright Moon
The exceptionally powerful Chinese women leaders of
the late seventh and early eighth centuries—including
Wu Zhao, the Taiping and Anle princesses, Empress
Wei, and Shangguan Wan’er—though quite prominent
in the Chinese cultural tradition, remain elusive and
often misunderstood or essentialized throughout
history. Transgressive Typologies utilizes a new,
multidisciplinary approach to understand how these
figures’ historical identities are constructed in the
mainstream secular literary-historical tradition and to
analyze the points of view that inform these
constructions. Using close readings and rereadings of
primary texts written in medieval China through later
imperial times, this study elucidates narrative
typologies and motifs associated with these women to
explore how their power is rhetorically framed,
gendered, and ultimately deemed transgressive.
Rebecca Doran offers a new understanding of major
female figures of the Tang era within their literaryhistorical contexts, and delves into critical questions
about the relationship between Chinese
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historiography, reception-history, and the process of
image-making and cultural construction.

Empress Wu Zetian in Fiction and in
History
First published in French in Saigon in 1956, this
classic work integrates the study of Buddhist doctrine
with the study of Chinese society from the fifth to the
tenth centuries.

Hidden Power
The biography of Wu Chao who rose from being a
junior concubine fifth class to Emperor of China in her
own right, changing the dynasty name to her own.
Along the way, she used her sexual wiles and
murdered rivals and her own children.

Becoming Guanyin
A New York Times Notable Book Empress Dowager
Cixi (1835–1908) is the most important woman in
Chinese history. She ruled China for decades and
brought a medieval empire into the modern age. At
the age of sixteen, in a nationwide selection for royal
consorts, Cixi was chosen as one of the emperor’s
numerous concubines. When he died in 1861, their
five-year-old son succeeded to the throne. Cixi at
once launched a palace coup against the regents
appointed by her husband and made herself the real
ruler of China—behind the throne, literally, with a silk
screen separating her from her officials who were all
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male. In this groundbreaking biography, Jung Chang
vividly describes how Cixi fought against monumental
obstacles to change China. Under her the ancient
country attained virtually all the attributes of a
modern state: industries, railways, electricity, the
telegraph and an army and navy with up-to-date
weaponry. It was she who abolished gruesome
punishments like “death by a thousand cuts” and put
an end to foot-binding. She inaugurated women’s
liberation and embarked on the path to introduce
parliamentary elections to China. Chang
comprehensively overturns the conventional view of
Cixi as a diehard conservative and cruel despot. Cixi
reigned during extraordinary times and had to deal
with a host of major national crises: the Taiping and
Boxer rebellions, wars with France and Japan—and an
invasion by eight allied powers including Britain,
Germany, Russia and the United States. Jung Chang
not only records the Empress Dowager’s conduct of
domestic and foreign affairs, but also takes the reader
into the depths of her splendid Summer Palace and
the harem of Beijing’s Forbidden City, where she lived
surrounded by eunuchs—one of whom she fell in love,
with tragic consequences. The world Chang describes
here, in fascinating detail, seems almost unbelievable
in its extraordinary mixture of the very old and the
very new. Based on newly available, mostly Chinese,
historical documents such as court records, official
and private correspondence, diaries and eyewitness
accounts, this biography will revolutionize historical
thinking about a crucial period in China’s—and the
world’s—history. Packed with drama, fast paced and
gripping, it is both a panoramic depiction of the birth
of modern China and an intimate portrait of a woman:
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as the concubine to a monarch, as the absolute ruler
of a third of the world’s population, and as a unique
stateswoman.

Empress
The Human Tradition in Premodern China is a
collection of biographical essays revealing the variety
and complexity of human experience in China from
the earliest historical times to the dawn of the
modern age. p China is a vast country with a long
history, and one which is by itself as complex as the
history of Europe. This broad expanse of time and
space in Chinese history has largely been approached
in terms of narrative political and cultural history in
most books. The reigns of emperors and the thoughts
of the great masters such as Confucius or Laozi have
been the principal focus. Yet the history of the
Chinese, as with any great people, is built up from the
lives of individuals, families, groups, and movements.
By presenting life stories of individuals ranging from
ancient court diviners to late imperial merchants to
women in various periods, this engaging anthology
highlights aspects of Chinese social, political and
intellectual history not usually addressed.
Additionally, The Human Tradition in Premodern China
broadens the common image and understanding of
society based on the dominant elite male discourse.p
Rich in new perspective and new scholarship, The
Human Tradition in Premodern China is an ideal
introduction to Chinese history, East Asian history,
and world history.p
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Emperor Wu Zhao and Her Pantheon of
Devis, Divinities, and Dynastic Mothers
In the second of this "Women Who Were Kings" series,
we chart the life of Wu Zetian, China's only female
Emperor. Born a commoner, she became a concubine
to two generations of Emperors, before becoming an
Empress, and finally seizing the throne after her
husband's death.Her remarkable ascent and political
acumen is told in this story, along with her economic
and military achievements, which brought decades of
prosperity to China. How did such a low-born woman
seize the reins of such a great Empire? What is her
story?

Women in China from Earliest Times to
the Present
The Berkshire Dictionary of Chinese Biography, the
first publication of its kind since 1898, is the work of
more than one hundred internationally recognized
experts from nearly a dozen countries. It has been
designed to satisfy the growing thirst of students,
researchers, professionals, and general readers for
knowledge about China. It makes the entire span of
Chinese history manageable by introducing the
reader to emperors, politicians, poets, writers, artists,
scientists, explorers, and philosophers who have
shaped and transformed China over the course of five
thousand years. In 135 entries, ranging from 1,000 to
8,000 words and written by some of the world's
leading China scholars, the Berkshire Dictionary of
Chinese Biography takes the reader from the
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important (even if possibly mythological) figures of
ancient China to Communist leaders Mao Zedong and
Deng Xiaoping. The in-depth essays provide rich
historical context, and create a compelling narrative
that weaves abstract concepts and disparate events
into a coherent story. Cross-references between the
articles show the connections between times, places,
movements, events, and individuals.

Empress Wu Zetian
Tang dynasty (618–907) China hummed with
cosmopolitan trends. Its capital at Chang’an was the
most populous city in the world and was connected
via the Silk Road with the critical markets and thriving
cultures of Central Asia and the Middle East. In Empire
of Style, BuYun Chen reveals a vibrant fashion system
that emerged through the efforts of Tang artisans,
wearers, and critics of clothing. Across the empire,
elite men and women subverted regulations on dress
to acquire majestic silks and au courant designs, as
shifts in economic and social structures gave rise to
what we now recognize as precursors of a modern
fashion system: a new consciousness of time, a game
of imitation and emulation, and a shift in modes of
production. This first book on fashion in premodern
China is informed by archaeological
sources—paintings, figurines, and silk artifacts—and
textual records such as dynastic annals, poetry, tax
documents, economic treatises, and sumptuary laws.
Tang fashion is shown to have flourished in response
to a confluence of social, economic, and political
changes that brought innovative weavers and chic
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court elites to the forefront of history.

China Simplified History Flashback
This essential reference work provides an alphabetic
listing, with an extensive "index," of studies on
women in China from earliest times to the present
day written in Western languages, primarily English,
French, German, and Italian. Containing more than
2500 citations of books, chapters in books, and
articles, especially those published in the last thirty
years, and more than 100 titles of doctoral
dissertations and Masters theses, it covers works
written in the disciplines of anthropology and
sociology; art and archaeology; demography;
economics; education; fashion; film and media
studies; history; interdisciplinary studies; law;
literature; music; medicine, science, and technology;
political science; and religion and philosophy. It also
contains many citations of studies of women in Hong
Kong and Taiwan.

Wu
"The author's talent for dramatic, well-timed dialogue,
and portrayal of women's friendships and emotionsespecially dislikes, jealousy, and fear - intensifies the
reader's understanding of palace intrigue."—Booklist,
STARRED Review In the captivating sequel to The
Moon in the Palace, Mei must protect her people from
a murderous empress to realize her destiny as the
most powerful woman in China. At the moment of the
Emperor's death, everything changes in the palace.
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Mei, his former concubine, is free, and Pheasant, the
heir and Mei's lover, is proclaimed as the new
Emperor, heralding a new era in China. But just when
Mei believes she's closer to her dream, Pheasant's
chief wife, Lady Wang, powerful and unpredictable,
turns against Mei and takes unthinkable measures to
stop her. The power struggle that ensues will
determine Mei's fate and that of China. Surrounded by
enemies within the palace that she calls home, Mei
continues her journey to the throne in The Empress of
Bright Moon, the second book in Weina Dai Randel's
acclaimed duology. Only by fighting back against
those who wish her harm will Mei be able to realize
her destiny as the most powerful woman in China.

Biographical Dictionary of Chinese
Women
The goddess Guanyin began in India as the
bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara, originally a male deity.
He gradually became indigenized as a female deity in
China over the span of nearly a millennium. By the
Ming (1358–1644) and Qing (1644–1911) periods,
Guanyin had become the most popular female deity
in China. In Becoming Guanyin, Yuhang Li examines
how lay Buddhist women in late imperial China forged
a connection with the subject of their devotion,
arguing that women used their own bodies to echo
that of Guanyin. Li focuses on the power of material
things to enable women to access religious
experience and transcendence. In particular, she
examines how secular Buddhist women expressed
mimetic devotion and pursued religious salvation
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through creative depictions of Guanyin in different
media such as painting and embroidery and through
bodily portrayals of the deity using jewelry and dance.
These material displays expressed a worldview that
differed from yet fit within the Confucian patriarchal
system. Attending to the fabrication and use of
“women’s things” by secular women, Li offers new
insight into the relationships between worshipped and
worshipper in Buddhist practice. Combining empirical
research with theoretical insights from both art
history and Buddhist studies, Becoming Guanyin is a
field-changing analysis that reveals the interplay
between material culture, religion, and their gendered
transformations.

Wu Zetian
The China Boom
The collaborative effort of nearly 100 China scholars
from around the world, this unique one-volume
reference provides 89 in-depth biographies of
important Chinese women from the fifth century B.C.E
to the early twentieth century.

The Blacks of Premodern China
Backed up by a detailed analysis, tables and color
maps, the authors argue that violence against women
adversely affects all levels of society, and ultimately
the security of a nation, and offer ways to heal the
wounds of violence against women on both a micro
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and macro level.

Wu Zetian
Following its heroine from concubine to ruler of China,
Empress sweeps through the exotic, turbulent century
of the Tang dynasty--and the life of an extraordinary
woman. An epic in the bestselling traditions of The
Tokaido Road and Silk Road.

The Empress Wu
"The year is 1942, and American secret agent
Catherine Thornton has no idea whether she will be
dropped behind enemy lines in an inflatable raft
launched from a submarine or be flung through the
moonlit sky from a low-flying British Halifax. Either
way, the young embassy wife and erstwhile journalist
knows there’s always the chance she’ll be picked off
by German sharpshooters, although nothing in her
imagination prepares her for the trial-by-fire to come.
Only she understands why she volunteered for such
“unwomanly warfare” and the secret reasons she
joined a handful of female American spies destined to
risk her gilded life on French soil--yet former Vichy
diplomat Henri Leblanc, code name Claude Foret,
thinks he knows the answers. As Catherine’s missions
grow more harrowing each day, and she fears she’s
fallen in love with a captured fellow agent, the
German SS begin to close in on the world of Madame
“Colette Durand” and her Résistance network
embedded in coastal cities along the French
Riviera—an exposure that could threaten the Allied
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victory itself. And hanging in the air like a half-opened
parachute is the life-or-death question: Who is the
betrayer and who will be betrayed in this, their finest
hour?" --Back cover.
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